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Abstract
Shipping industry is one of the most typical capital-intensive industries with high
investment risks. Ship investment undoubtedly is one of the most important aspects
for the development of all shipping companies in the world. N Shipping Company, as
one of the several well developed local shipping companies in China, had gone
through the great impacts that the economic crisis had brought, and is seeking a
good way of development in the post-crisis era. Ship investment had been brought
into schedule.

N Shipping was operating mainly old bulk ships before, and was very good at cost
management and was continuously researching the global market. The company
survived in the crisis and now has plenty cash in hand. As many other shipping
companies would do, N Shipping Company wants to find out whether building up a
new fleet would help its growth right now, and how would it affect the development
of the company in the future.

This dissertation will answer the two questions above through the following methods.
Firstly, the current ship market will be analyzed in detail, so that we could make sure
what’s going on around, and what’s important to the company. Secondly, the
Supramax fleet is introduced in data, and analyze on the company’s resources and
ability is presented to show that Supramax fleet might be a good choice for the
company. Thirdly, risk and sensitivity analysis will provide the company useful
information about what would happen after the implementation. Finally, the
implementation must be discussed in detail so that N Shipping is able to avoid risks
and benefit gradually through the process of the project.

Key words: N Shipping Company, Supramax fleet, investment, risks, sensitivity report,
feasibility report.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background of the dissertation
After the financial crisis, the shipping industry is recovering along with the world
economy. The Chinese local shipping companies like N Shipping, is facing new
opportunities and challenges. By surviving from the crisis, the small and medium size
shipping companies now have to consider how to develop in the post-crisis era. Take
N Shipping as an example, taking the strategy of building up a Supramax fleet might
be a great choice for active development in the future. This dissertation will aim at
analyzing the global and industrial environment, the company itself, financial and
strategic performances and the risks that may take place in the future, to ensure that
building up a Supramax fleet is feasible and a good choice for N Shipping. On the
other hand, it is also aiming at broadening other local shipping companies’ minds and
considering more active strategies in development to maintain their competencies
and benefits in the long-run.

1.2 Literature Review
Prior to the feasibility research on Supramax fleet building, there should be some
prerequisites. People hold different opinions on whether it is good time for small and
medium size shipping companies to develop actively. Therefore, three important
elements are quoted below to prove my opinion.

1.2.1 Recovery of world Economy
The world economy is on the mend. After a sharp, broad and synchronized global
downturn in late 2008 and early 2009, an increasing number of countries have
registered positive quarterly growth of gross domestic product (GDP), along with a
notable recovery in international trade and global industrial production. World equity
markets have also rebounded and risk premiums on borrowing have fallen.
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development and the five United Nations regional commissions (2010)
1

World gross product (WGP) is estimated to fall by 2.2 per cent for 2009, the first
actual contraction since the Second World War. Premised on a continued supportive
policy stance worldwide, a mild growth of 2.4 per cent is forecast in the baseline
scenario for 2010. According to this scenario, the level of world economic activity will
be 7 per cent below where it might have been had pre-crisis growth continued.
International Monetary Fund (2009)

1.2.2 Recovery of world’s dry bulk market and shipping opportunities
Experts had analyzed the total amount of the world’s bulk cargo shipping based
on a trend theory. Combined with the “China Shipping Activity Index”, the fixed
opinion is that the amount of world’s bulk cargo trade will increase. Although we are
not yet totally out of the shadow of financial crisis, the world’s economy has begun
to recover, and the international import and export will also increase. According to
estimates of experts, the total volume of bulk cargo trade will reach 3.091 billion tons
in 2010, an increase of 5.7% Lin Guolong (2010). The dry bulk market started 2010
exactly as it began back at the beginning of 2009, with a bullish stance with renewed
cargo interest. As a result, the Baltic Dry Index (BDI), a benchmark which tracks the
cost of hauling commodities like iron ore and coal in dry bulk carriers, has risen by
8.8% or 265 points during the first couple of session into the New Year. Strong
Chinese manufacturing data helped lift the freight market and iron ore prices, with
the BDI ending Tuesday’s session at 3,270 points, up by 130, keeping up the
momentum set from the beginning of the week Nikos Roussanoglou (2010). Last
week, Chinas State Council announced several pro-consumption policies that we
believe will support steel demand next year. This should lead to strong iron ore
imports, which will support dry bulk rates Raymond Yap (2009).

1.2.3 BDI rises steadily while Clarkson Index (ship Price) keeps low
According to Wen Ting, Heng Daoqin (2010), the Baltic Dry Index had risen by
5.73% to 3506, reaching the peak over the last two months. It is also predicted that
the BDI will continue to rise resulted by the ongoing iron ore negotiation and the
2

increase in demand of dry bulk shipping.

The BDI has been falling recently because Chinese steel mills may be trying to run
down their iron ore inventories in order to rein in spot iron ore prices. However, we
believe that this inventory drawdown cannot continue beyond 2-4 weeks because
inventory levels are already low relative to the outlook for steel demand and China’s
increased dependence on foreign ore Raymond Yap (2009).

The latest BDI on 2010-03-12:

Finance.ifeng.com (2010)

On the other hand, Financial Crisis has brought huge strikes to the shipbuilding
market. The environments of shipbuilding market are deteriorating rapidly. World
shipbuilding market might step into more than 3 years recession China Shipbuilding
Economy Research Centre (2008). At present, because of the deficiencies in
shipbuilding orders and follow-up orders, the long-term steady development of ship
export is facing big challenge China Mobility Net (2010). Recent Clarkson Index shows
that, the new ship price had been decreasing for 14 months, at 140. According to
Clarkson, the index will not decrease to the bottom as it was in Dec. 1999 at 107
Chinabgao.com (2010). According to Korean Securities analysts, the new ship prices
have rebounded recently, although the price index stands still. It’s hard to say that
there will be a great improvement in shipbuilding market in the short run. The new
ship orders will expectedly recover in 2 years Chinairn.com (2010).

1.2.4 Conclusion
It’s not difficult to see from the above that, the BDI keeps rising while the ship prices
3

would stay very low for another 2 years. Buying new ships now would not be a stupid
choice at least, and optimistically, BDI will probably recover to the level before the
financial crisis in 2 years; the new ships ordered from now will be built in 2 years on
the other hand. Having a very low-price new ship 2 years later with a relatively high
BDI will definitely be a right, feasible choice for now.

1.3 Main contents and research methods
This dissertation firstly analyzes the whole market in detail, giving details on how the
market is going after the financial crisis by quantitative analysis (statistics and graphs).
Secondly, an internal research is applied to analyze the company itself by using
qualitative methods. Furthermore, tables of statistics are used to give brief
specifications of the Supramax ships. In Chapter 2, economics modals of the
company and investment analysis are applied to fulfill the necessity of choosing the
Supramax fleet as a transformation strategy. Later on, sensitivity analysis and risks
analysis is used to ensure low risk of the project. Finally by considering investment
and financing possibilities, the dissertation will give a conclusion on the feasibility of
the project.

4

Chapter 2: Evaluations on N Shipping’s Resources and Ability and
its strategic goals with financial targets
2.1 N Shipping Co, Ltd.
2.1.1 Introduction
Founded in 1988, N Shipping Company carried out a joint-stock reform in 1994.
Besides bulk shipping, N Shipping also do many relevant business such as
international ship-agents, seafarers labor service cooperation, the international
vessel management, ocean shipping engineering, ship supplies and investment
advisory services. The main voyage area of the company is China, the Persian Gulf,
Red Sea, India and other countries and regions. At present, N Shipping manages a
total of 23 ships, with a total capacity of 500 thousand dwt, completing 3 million tons
transportation per year. The management level and operating level have their own
clear responsibilities and authorities. The company was reformed from a state-owned
business; the organized structure is remained, while the flexibility and efficiency of a
private-owned business is also guaranteed. These features ensured the stable and
gradual development of the company, which had become an A-level tax payer of the
city.

2.1.2 Resources and abilities
N shipping is operating a 500-miilion bulk fleet now. It has its own professional
management team and well-set standards for fleet management, cost control, port
check-up, seafarer training, customer management and on-shore management.
N Shipping has totally 1080 seafarers, including 40 captains, 34 chief engineers, 33
first mates, 37 second mates, 51 third mates etc., and averaged 30 years old. The
management group consists of experienced captains, chief engineers, overseas
returnees, and financial experts. The whole employment has built up a professional
base for the steady development of the company.

5

After years and years market practice, N Shipping is seeking oligopolistic
competition in red sea and the Persian Gulf market. It has also had a group of loyal
customers, such as: Beijing International Shipping, COSCO Logistics, and Shanghai
Port Logistics, steel manufacturers like Nanjing Steel, Ma Anshan Steel and Nanchang
Steel, etc.
N Shipping also set up a subsidiary company in Singapore, which is aiming at making
use of the special market situation in Singapore to open up the bulk market. In the
first half of 2009, N Shipping had operated more than 30 coal, iron ore and yellow
sand voyage charter contracts of Supramax vessel.
N Shipping’s core competencies can be concluded as outstanding fleet
management, especially old fleet management. Well cost control and high readiness
of old vessels had ensured high seaworthiness of the whole fleet and operating
efficiency, which provides outstanding logistics services for China’s ex-import trade.

2.2 N Shipping’s strategic goals with financial targets
2.2.1 N Shipping’s strategic goals
The global shipping market is recovering along with the world economy. The
current situation has brought the growth in the demand of bulk shipping and the
increasing rent level of the Supramax vessels. At the same time, the ship asset is
devalued to the bottom level, as much as 60% of the peak time. Apparently it’s a
perfect chance to purchase in ship assets as an investment. During the recovery of
economy, the Chinese government applied loose currency policies; many banks
innovatively introduced several products to support the development of enterprises.
With the experiences and the ability of financing, N Shipping wants to change
the structure of old fleets to differentiate the debt structure, and find out a
continuous development product and related financing methods. The advantages of
Supramax vessels provide N Shipping a high value-price ratio, appreciating product,
which directs the strategic goals of the company. N Shipping finally decides to choose
Supramax vessels as their target quickly invest and develop in an irregular speed.
6

2.2.2 Financial targets
The following calculation are based on COSCO 5,5000 dwt bulk vessel’s return on
investment, as a sample of the Supramax fleet N Shipping is planning to build.
Assume the price of a new ship is USD 28 million, price after 10 years is USD 16.6
million; term of loan: 8 years; interest: 4.00%; pay back: payment with interest every
half year. Rent in the first year is $14500, and the return on investment is averaging
25% in 10years.
Table 1
First year

Break-even point

0 cash flow

Rent/day (USD)

11,090

11,880

Operating days

358

358

Operating revenue

397

425

Sum cost in cash

165

165

Profits before tax

0

28

Operating cash flow

232

260

Net cash flow

(28)

0

ROI before tax

0.00%

3.37%

According to the table above, this cost structure and investment modal ensured the
profit (above $1.2 million) and positive cash flow (above $0.9 million), providing the
basis of strategic goals.
The break-even point for rent is $11090/day, the 0 cash flow point after loan
payment and operating cost is $11880/day. The break-even rent is $11090, which is
the lowest level for 2009. The first two invested vessels were chartered at
$14500/day for 2 years, so that the first year risks are under control.
There might be two other growth points in return after the charter as:
1. The chartering market booms and the rent increases greatly. Such as the rent
grows to $20000/day, and the profits will grow for 2 million.
2. The ship market grows, and the assets appreciate. If the growth is more than the
7

depreciation, the return on investment will increase. For example, if one ship
could be sold after 3 years at original price, the ROI automatically increases for
15%.

2.2.3 Key points for financial targets
 Control the cost and various financial indexes through management for largest
profits
 Increase the ability of capital operations.
 N Shipping should rebuild the organizational structure and financial elements in
a standard of being listed for the future. Arrange the financial process under the
principles of the international financial standard.
 Build up well strategic relationships with financial banks through cooperation.
Invest in ship assets together and increase the management level.

Chapter 3: Analysis on Supramax fleet operation and the market
3.1 Features of Supramax vessels
3.1.1 Features of transport
Supramax (Handymax) vessels are named from its handy operation. Normally
Supramax ships are ranged from 40,000 dwt – 59,000dwt, with 11m draft. They suits
full load transportation for most ports around the world. Supramax ships are with
low draft, equipped with lifts, low fuel consumption, low port charges, and suitable
for low standard ports. Therefore, they are very suitable for the transport in Asia,
South America and East Europe. Grain is the main cargo of this type of ships,
approximate weights 25% of total volume.

3.1.2 Economical features of Supramax vessels
Both Panamax and Supramax vessels are dominating the global sea
transportation market. Panamax has similar deadweight level with Supramax vessels
8

and is the main competitor type in the market.
1. Cost analysis
1.1 Fixed cost: currently the prices of newly-built Supramax vessels are from
$1.950 -- $1.980 million, and the prices of newly-built Panamax vessels are
about $2.20 million. The fixed cost of Panamax vessels are 10% higher than
the Supramax.
1.2 Value of resale: the difference between the prices of Supramax and Panamax
vessels is about $1 million. As the Panamax is $2 million more expensive than
Supramax when it’s newly-built, after 5 years operation, Panamax will
depreciate $1 million more than Supramax vessels.
1.3 Operation cost: A, Fuel consumption. According to certain index, a 70,000 dwt
Panamax vessel consumes 6 tons of fuel each day than a 50,000 dwt
Supramax vessel. Calculated on FO $130/ton, the fuel cost of a Panamax
vessel is $800 higher. B, Insurance. Panamax vessels have to spend $15,000
more than Supramax vessels for the hull insurance and protection and
indemnity insurance. C, Port charges. The consistent of port charges are
complex and different from port to port. However, the pilot fee, towage fee,
tonnage dues and commission fees are directly related to the deadweight of
the vessel. Thus the port charges of a Panamax vessel is normally 10% more
expensive than a Supramax vessel.
Generally speaking, we approximately calculated that cost for Panamax vessels
each day is $2,500 more than Supramax vessels. This indicates that the daily rent
for Panamax should be $2,500 higher than the Supramax vessels to create similar
profits.

The economic features of Supramax fleet and its ship form advantages (lower
fixed and operating costs than Panamax) helped its replacement of some Panamax or
even handy size vessels in the market. The freight rate or rent level has reached
USD19000/day, or USD15000/day for 1 year or longer charter.
9

Figure 1

The average TC rates above show that:
1. Market recover in late 2009
2. Rent level of Supramax was close to the Panamax, with less fluctuation.

Due to the divergent nature of the bulk shipping market, entering barrier is low. The
scale of the fleet will play a role in the relative operating advantage.

2. Analysis on operation profits
The rent level of Supramax vessels is relatively steady when the market is going
down. But when the market is warming up, it recovers more slowly than the rent
level of Panamax vessels. However, no matter how the market is going, Supramax
vessels always earn more profits than the Panamax.

3. Analysis on market demand and the future
3.1 Market analysis (Bulk-shipping market)
Most Supramax fleets around the world now are getting older and older. Most of
these old fleets have many problems on speed, fuel consumption and lifting power,
10

etc. The pace of upgrading is slow. Assumptions based on the research of DVB show
that by the year of 2010, the 30-years Supramax vessels will weigh as much as 35% of
total. The old ships have high fuel consumption, high maintain and management
costs, along with the restriction of additional cargo insurances. This may cause a
great pressure of large amount of old fleet retiring in the future. New transport
capacity is needed. The Supramax will become one of the main new forces entering
the market with optimistic future.
Supramax fleet fits the fairway and ports well in the new developing countries
due to its draft, fuel consumption and cranes it has on board. Supramax vessels can
cast anchor in most parts of South America, East Europe, Asia and India, as well as
the other main ports around the world. The technical features of this type of vessel
determine its largest suitability for most bulk cargo. Mainly for ore, coal, wheat,
fertilizer, cement and steel, facilities, that weight 70% of the total amount of global
trade market.

3.2 Supply of transport capacity and prices of Supramax fleet
3.2.1 Supply of Supramax vessels
The orders of the Supramax vessels in shipyards are as many as the sum of the past
10 years in recent two years. However, the explosion of economic crisis had sharply
decreased the delivery of vessels. Almost 35% orders had been delayed or canceled.
For example: orders of Supramax vessels in 2009 were 338, 18.88 million dwt. Only
134 vessels, approximately 8 million dwt were delivered. According to the plan of
2010, 223 vessels would be delivered. However, there must be a large decrease due
to capital and market pressure. Hopefully the supply-demand of transport capacity
will be balanced.

11

Figure 2

Figure 3

(Trends in Supramax ship-building)

3.2.2 Prices of Supramax vessels
Under the impact of economic crisis, the global shipping asset market had
changed a lot. Ship prices had already reached the bottom, with a 40% decrease from
the peak time. This was because: firstly the bankruptcy of banks around the world
had caused the difficulty of financing for all shipyards. Once the financial chain is
broken, they were forced to abandon ships or sell with a great discount. Secondly,
various cost elements had dropped low, such as steel, shipping facilities and labor.
Nowadays, along with the recovery of the shipping market, the possibility of ship
prices going down is low. Oppositely, the room of rebound and appreciation is large.
12

The following chart 4 shows the curve of new-built ships, with decrease up to 30%.
Chart 5 represents the changes in second-hand ship market. Drop up to 50%.
Figure 4

Figure 5

The recent bought Supramax vessel (57000 dwt) was priced 28.2 million USD,
approximately 40% of the price in first half of 2008.
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The following table shows the different dead weight of different types:
Table 2 Differences in dwt (10,000 dwt)
Types

Dwt

Dwt in Dwt

New ships Ships

in

2002

delivered

2001

increase

Scale of Total

dissembl the

in 2002

ed

dwt

fleet

Dwt
increase in
2003

(%)
Cape size

9100

9390

3.1

1

0

586

9410

3.8

Panamax

7130

7430

4.0

2

0

1056

7490

0.9

Supramax

4910

5310

7.5

5

1

1151

5370

3.1

Handy

7520

7430

-1.2

4

21

2779

7440

-3.8

28660

29560

3.0

12

22

5574

29710

1.1

Total

Clarksons “Dry bulk trade outlook”

Chapter 4: The cost control and voyage estimates for Supramax
fleet operation
4.1 The cost and revenue of voyage chartering
The structure of the ship asset cost is quite complicated. In the process of voyage
estimates, the classifications of costs are different from country to country. For
example, the cost of ship assets are divided into fixed costs and variable costs in
China and Japan. The countries in West Europe divide cost into 3 aspects: capital
costs, operational costs and costs on changes of voyage. The relations among them
can be described as: fixed costs= operational costs + capital costs; variable costs=
costs on voyage changes.

4.1.1 Elements of cost structure
1. Capital costs
Capital costs can be seen as the actual costs of ship assets purchase. Normally it
14

includes the asset depreciation and loan interests. When we calculate the voyage
estimates, annual capital costs can also be seen as equal-value depreciation,
which is usually calculated by straight depreciation. Thus the annual depreciation
doesn’t’ need to include capital return.

2. Operational costs
Operational costs occur when ships are under operation. They don’t necessarily
change along with the changes of voyages. Therefore, this kind of costs is
relatively fixed to certain extent. Operational costs consist of several fees listed
below:
1) Salaries, subsidies, training fees, welfare funds, travel expenses and other
expenses.
2) Insurance expenses. It’s compulsory for ship owners.
3) Ship maintenance fees, including paint and cleaning expenses, with
maintenance expenses of facilities and examination fees in ports.
4) Storage expenses.
5) LO expenses.
6) Management costs
3. Costs on voyage changes
1) Fuel expenses
2) Port charges, including towage fees, pilot fees, channel fees, berthing fees,
agency expenses and light tower charges
3) Canal toll, especially the Suez Canal and Panama Canal
4) Loading and unloading fees
5) Dispatch money and compensations
6) Subsidies and commission fees for seafarers

4.1.2 Voyage revenues
1. Single voyage charter, refers to that the ship owner and charterer make
15

agreements on the set voyage delivering agreed cargo, and the rent is paid as
transport fee.
2. Consecutive voyage charter put vessels in certain amount of set voyages,
operating one after another. Normally, the ships are always trying to finish
several voyages more during the time limited; at the same time, the ship owner
should insist the supply of fuel and conditions of currencies to enlarge profits.
3. Voyage time charter belongs to a kind of time charter in one voyage. The freight
rate is the same as a single voyage charter, time charter fee depends on the
relations between demand and supply in accordance to the market situation.
4. Contract of affreightment refers to that the name of ship and the number of
voyages is not set, the volume of cargo is set, and freight rate and conditions of
contract is arranged. The ship owner has the right to choose the appropriate ship
within certain scope.
The calculations of the above 4 different charters are the same:
Voyage revenue= Freight rate X tons of cargo on board

4.2 Voyage estimates
4.2.1 Significance of voyage estimates
Estimates on tramp transport are the assumptions and calculations on the
effectiveness of one ship during one voyage charter before the sailing, which means
making use of the index and data collected from the previous voyages, and calculate
with freight rate to find out the voyage costs, voyage revenues or daily revenue. This
kind of estimates is very helpful for efficiency increase before canvassion, signing
contracts and operating the vessels. It’s also important to summarize the revenues
after each voyage, in order to understand more about voyage operations, and
provide more accurate estimates for the future.

16

4.2.2 Principles of voyage estimates
1. Calculation on voyage time
Normally one voyage consists of ballast and heavy load. The voyage time is able
to be calculated through fixed length of voyage, ballast speed and heavy load
speed. The berthing time can be known through the port efficiency and tons of
cargo loaded.
2. Calculation on fuel consumption
The whole fuel consumption of one voyage can be calculated by voyage time and
daily consumption of fuel. Sometimes certain vessels are not capable for an
entire voyage, and then it’s important to measure whether it’s better to load
more cargo or fuel, and the choice of bunkering port is also crucial.
3. Calculation on dead weight of cargo
Firstly the draft limits should be concerned, and then find out the load water-line.
It will result in the relative dead weight of the vessel.
4. Calculation on cost changes
Mainly two parts: fuel expenses and port charges.
5. Profit and loss analysis
Through the above calculations, the voyage time, dead weight of vessels and
cost changes are known. Furthermore, the profit and loss of a voyage analysis is
done with the given freight rate and the depreciation.
Supramax vessel is a strong member of the tramp shipping market. Ship owners
usually don’t set the rent level of these ships to ensure reasonable profits, but
discuss with the charterers from the beginning to try for maximum profits.

4.3 Measures for ship assets cost control
1) Use economical speed to save fuel expenses
2) Choose the most appropriate type of fuel
3) Control the voyage time, which might lead to additional expenses.
 Increase in berthing fee
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 Increase in port charges
 Additional over-time tax
 Compensations caused by delay
4) Submit the effective NOR in time:
 Ships must arrive in the agreed ports according to the contracts
There are normally arrival clauses in contracts. Such as appointed berth and ports.
The ship only satisfies the arrival clauses when it’s anchored in the appointed berth
by charterer. If certain voyage charter contracts say that the ship should arrive at the
anchorage ground on certain date/at certain time, then no matter how many days
the ship would stop in the anchorage ground, it is counted as arrival.
Normally the charterers have to right to choose port of berthing. If the ship failed to
berth in time due to port’s fault, the ship owner would be responsible for the loss
caused by delay.
 Ships must be ready for loading and unloading operation
When ships arrive in the port, they are responsible for getting everything ready for
loading and unloading operation. The hold should be clean and ship hoist should be
available.
On the other hand, the captain should prepare all documents related before the ship
arrives, and the ship should be clean with procedures of entering ports, quarantine
and custom clearance. This is recognized as readiness for loading and unloading.
 Submission of NOR
No matter whether ship is berthed or not, the captain should always contact
charterer or its agents to inform them the arrival of the ship in port through letters,
telephones or aerogram, in order to show that the ship is ready for loading and
unloading operation.
When ship arrives, the captain should submit NOR with accordance to the contracts
after the ship gets ready for loading and unloading operation, and have NOR signed
to define the actual time of loading or unloading. The time of loading and unloading
is appointed in the contracts.
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5) Make use of the potentials, reasonably load and increase the dead weight:
On the premise of safety, the crew could dewater earlier to raise space for cargo. In
some highly efficient ports, saving the port charges must be concerned as it weights a
lot in the total cost of the voyage.
6) Control the right time of entering and leaving the ports
 Generally consider the savings from each port charge
In general, savings could happen in pilot fee, towage fee, mooring and unmooring
fees, and anchorage dues.
 Several things to be concerned in saving port charges
a. Consider various possible problems that may affect voyage speed, such as
weather, mechanical problems, etc. Make assumptions on a reasonable voyage
speed.
b. Ensure the accuracy of pre-claim and claim time of arrival. Any delay will cause
additional fees
c. Cargo stowage is another important element for port charges
d. Training of seafarers in normal time is important for efficiency.

7) On the assumption of safety, try to save costs from towage and pilot charges:
Pilot service is not compulsory in some countries and regions. The captain
should always study on the safety restrictions for these ports, so that they could
pilot themselves in a safe manner to save expense.

8) Adjust the draft right
In many ports the pilot fee is connected to the draft of the ship. Again, on the
assumption of safety situation, lower the draft to save cost from pilot fee. The
captain should always adjust the draft to the minimum to avoid additional
expenses, if situation allows.

9) Be prepared for loading and unloading
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10) Prevent sea accidents
The captain is responsible to ensure the safety of the ship and prevent any
accident. The following fees could be saved:
a. Fees of damages to the ship
b. Salvage charges
c. General average and its charges
d. Additional fees for cargo
As we know, costs and profits are the most important elements for a company. We
can clearly clarify the structure and reasons of voyage costs through the analysis
above, and learned how to avoid unnecessary expenses during the voyages. It’s very
significant for lowering the operating costs and increasing the core competencies for
a shipping company.
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Chapter 5: Risk analysis and Sensitivity report
5.1 Features of ship Investment decision
International shipping is a kind of service industry with intensive capital and high
investment risk. Ship investment is one of the most important content of shipping
enterprises’ business activities, which is a strategic activity involving shipping
enterprises’ overall situation of production and operation, the ability of changing the
fleet structure and freight capacity. Ship investment decision will influence the whole
process of the enterprises from the ships purchase to the operation management, as
well as the business performance of the shipping enterprises in the future. Basing on
the modern and scientific decision theory and mythology, adopting scientific decision
program and evaluation standard, ship investment is not only a very important
security for the survival and development of shipping enterprise, but also an
important subject for systematical reform of enterprise’s internal operation and
management.
Ship investment is a special investment way, which obtains the general features of
investment as well as special identities of shipping. The main features are as follows:
(1) Large amount of investment
Shipping investment normally demand a large amount of capital. For instance, it
takes around millions, ten millions or even one hundred millions of dollars to build
and buy a ship.
(2) Long investment recovery period
Because of the large amount of investment, ship investment often has a long
investment recovery period. From building or buying an ship to recouping all the
investment, it will takes at least more than 3 years, or even more than ten years.
(3) Diverse investment currencies
International shipping investment is different from the investment of other general
industries, because it possesses various alternative investment currencies, such as
USD, EURO and Japanese Yen etc.
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(4) High risk
International shipping investment usually has high risks, which are caused by three
reasons: The first is the change of international shipping market. The second is the
long investment recovery period of international shipping investment. The third is
the risk brought by the change of foreign exchange rate.
(5) Complicated content and operation
The large amount of capital and long investment period of shipping investment
determine its complicated content and operation. At present, no shipping company
in the world is able to build and buy ship with their own capital. Instead, they invest
on ship through government loan, bank loan and some other financing means.
(6) Fast changing market and unpredictable investment opportunities
As the relevant market of shipping basic market, the market of building and buying
ships is interactive and interdependent with shipping basic market. In terms of the
market changing rules, the changing rules of the market of building and buying ships
are usually behind the shipping basic market and similar with the basic market. The
change of freight rate and rent will affect the ship price directly, which increase the
difficult level of predicting the investment opportunities.
The nature of high risk of shipping industry can be described in many ways. The
BDI index rose to 11793 on May 20th, 2008, which was a historical peak point in the
shipping industry. However, BDI decreased by 733 points in November, the same year.
It only took half a year to bring huge lost to the whole industry.
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Figure 6

Recently the listed shipping companies in Hong Kong had published their
performances in 2009: the Pacific Shipping earned $110 million, a 73.05% decrease
from last year; the Oriental Overseas lost $402 million, a 91% decrease from 2008.

5.2 Risk analysis and sensitivity report for shipping companies
5.2.1 Risks for shipping companies (4 risks)
1. Risks of cash flow: this might be caused by the delay of collection of rent and
freight. Cash flow is also risky when freight rate and BDI fluctuates.
2. Risks of assets: Assets depreciation and insolvency caused by fluctuating prices
of ship building and exchange rates.
3. Risks of Corporate: Still a cash flow risk caused by difficulties in financing from
the banks due to over investment and over loan.
In 2009, the typical advance rate that the banks offered to corporations
decreased from 70-80% before the financial crisis to 50-60% after. At the same time,
interest rate rose from 100-125bps to 300-500bps. Additional restrictive conditions
were added too.
4. Risks of management: This refers to the risks of seafarers, fuel, supplies, ship
maintenance and facilities, along with detailed process of insurance arrangement
and claim for compensation.
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5.2.2 Sensitivity analysis
The following sensitivity analysis is based on the previous analysis of rent level and
the assumptions. The sensitivity analysis will talk about the extent of risks when one
element changes and the others remain.
1. Analysis on changes of rent level and cost in cash (Table 3)
Sensitivity
First year
Rent/day (USD)
Operating days
Operating revenue
Sum of cost (cash)
Profits before tax
Operating cash
flow
Net cash flow
ROI before tax

Rent level

Cost in cash

Worst
12,000
358
430
165
33

Best
20,000
358
716
165
319

Worst
14,500
358
519
198
89

Best
14,500
358
519
132
155

265

551

321

387

5
4%

291
38%

61
11%

127
18%

The daily rent of Supramax vessels has exceeded $19,000/day recently. We assume
that the worst market situation would cause 40% decrease in rent level to
$12,000/day, then the profit of one vessel will balance the cash flow, and is at risk of
capital shortage. The precautionary measures have to be taken like choosing the right
time of chartering, avoiding chartering at low point. Well corporate of transitions
between different voyages. Make use of the scale of fleet, balance the high rent with
the low of different chartering.
We assume that the fixed management cost rises for 20%, the rent level remains
steady, then the cash flow is insured, however the profits will decrease in a great deal.
Thus cost and risk controls should be concerned beforehand.
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2. Analysis on changes of days of seaworthiness and bank interests (Table 4)
Sensitivity
First year
Rent/day (USD)
Operating days
Operating
revenue
Sum of cost (cash)
Profits before tax
Operating cash
flow
Net cash flow
ROI before tax

Days of
seaworthiness
Worst
Best
14,500
14,500
304
362

Interest rates
Worst
14,500
358

Best
14,500
358

441

525

519

519

165
44

165
128

165
8.00%

165
4.00%

276

360

45

122

16
5%

100
15%

354
17

354
94

The rent profit decreases along with the decreases in days of seaworthiness. In
the situation of rent level remains steady, the cash flow will be positive; however
the return on investment will drop sharply. One effective measure is to
emphasize the security level for safety and the efficiency of fleet operations. Take
control of the stoppage of voyages and rent loss.
Although the interest rates are unpredictable in the future, the company should
always be aware of it because when rent level stands still, and the interest rate
increases to 8%, the cash flow will get close to 0, which leads to a major decrease
in ROI. Thus it’s important for N Shipping to try for better financing conditions,
lock on the interest rate and take control on related risks.

3. Analysis on capital changes
When the initial capital reduces by 20%, the cost of interest will increase and cash
flow will decline. However, the ROI will rise up from $770,000 to $880,000, as
shown below:
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Table 5
Estimates on ROI

Daily

Rent revenue in first year

Annual (million USD)

14,200

519

Cost in cash

4,500

165

Operating cash flow（EBIT）

9,700

326

Interest rate (80% loan, 4.5%)

2,100

88

Depreciation (20 years straight)

4,250

155

Profits before tax

3,350

112

14,200

20%

ROI – 30%

Table 6: Detail Economic Evaluation Index of Single Ship in Single Route:
Power Plant
Ship Type
Ship Route
Length of Route

Nautical Miles

Cargo Capacity

Jurong

Kemen

Kemen

57,000 T

80,000 T

93,000 T

Qinhuangdao-

Qinhuangdao-

Qinhuangdao-

Jurong

Kemen

Kemen

950

960

960

T

52,000

74,500

88,000

Ship Speed

Knot

13.20

13.20

13.20

Sailing Days

Day

6.0

6.1

6.1

Loading Wait Berth

Day

7.0

8.0

9.0

Days for 1 Voyage

Day

13.0

14.1

15.1

Voyages in 1 Month

Time

2.31

2.13

1.99

11

11

11

25.39

23.47

21.91
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37

40

5,000

5,000

5,000

Annual

Operating

Months
Annual Voyage Time
Oil Consumption of
Main Engine
Oil Price for Main
Engine

Month
Time
t/day

Yuan
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Oil Consumption of
Donkey Engine

t/day

1.0

1.0

1.0

8,000

8,000

8,000

Time

15

13

13

Year

15

15

15

Salvage Value Rate

%

5%

5%

5%

Ship Fixed Charges

10 thousand

4,168

4,552

4,956

10 thousand

2,690

2,889

3,217

Insurance Premium

10 thousand

212

228

254

Maintenance Cost

10 thousand

300

300

350

Material Cost

10 thousand

200

300

300

Crew Expense

10 thousand

450

500

500

Management Cost

10 thousand

200

200

200

10 thousand

2,986

3,229

3,233

10 thousand

2,500

2,923

2,948

10 thousand

381

305

285

Oil Price of Donkey
Engine

Yuan
10 thousand

Port Charge

Depreciation Life

Therein:
Depreciation Cost

Ship

Operating

Expense
Therein：Oil
Harbor Use Fee

Yuan/Voyage

Explanation of Economic Evaluation Index
（1）Ship Operating Days: The annual operating time is calculated with 11 months.
One month are left for ship repairing and disaster weather;
（2）Freight fee include ship fixed charges and operating expense; The fixed charges
include depreciation cost, crew expense, management cost, maintenance cost,
material cost and insurance premium etc, which doesn’t vary with freight volume;
the operating expenses include oil cost and harbor use fee etc, which varies with
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freight volume.
（3）Fuel expense: The price of diesel is RMB8000/ton; The price of heavy oil is
RMB5000/ton
（4）Harbor use fee：Harbors use fee is in accordance with Harbor Use Fee
Regulation issued by Ministry of Communication in 2001
（5）Ship Depreciation: Salvage Value is considered as 5% and service life is
considered as 15 years.
（6）Ship Insurance Premium：0.5% of ship price；
（7）Labor Cost：RMB 5million per ship per year, and the cost is a little lower for
smaller ships;
（8）Management Cost：RMB 2million per ship per year；
（9）Freight price：Decide according to expected realizable freight price in long term
contract。
（10）80% of vessel purchase capital are from bank loans. Considering the factors of
interest appreciation, the loan rate is calculated as 8% and the loan term is
construction period plus 10 years of operating period. The mode of repayment is
once per year.

Since the indexes of price, ship speed, fuel consumption are already locked up after
the sign of the contract, the project’s main risk focus on the fluctuation of freight,
loading efficiency and fuel price. The sensitivity analysis of these three indexes will
be made as follow:
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Table 7: Sensitivity Analysis
Dynamic

Evaluation Index
Connotative
Return Rate
Sensitive Factors
Reference Value
Evaluation
Freight

Index

Price

Contrast

Reduced

with

10％

Reference

Static

Payback

NPV（10%

Payback

Time(10%

Discount

Time

Discount

Rate）

Rate)
14.15%

9.31

12.38

65,871

7.82%

11.68

18.55

12,870

-44.76%

25.42%

49.89%

-80.46%

12.61%

9.98

13.33

53,250

-10.86%

7.22%

7.72%

-19.16%

10.92%

10.66

14.79

39,180

-22.81%

14.49%

19.46%

-40.52%

Value
Evaluation
Oil

Price

Increased
by 10％

Index
Contrast
with
Reference
Value
Evaluation

Loading

Index

Efficiency

Contrast

Extended

with

by 1 Day

Reference
Value

In general, the keys to the risks rest with whether the profit and cash flow of one ship
can be positive. Based on the analysis and predictions of the current and future
market trend, N Shipping is able to undertake the risks ahead with positive and
reliable actions on financial and operation management.
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Table 8 Estimates on ROI (8 years Loan)
2009
Capital
Bank loan

2010

Unit: $10000
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total

840

840

1960

1960

Rent/day (USD)

14500

14500

15225

15986

16785

17625

18505

19430

Operating days

358

358

358

358

358

358

358

358

2864

Operating revenue

519

519

545

572

601

631

662

696

4746

Annual seafarers expenses

60

60

62

62

64

64

66

66

504

Annual mechanic expenses

65

65

68

68

70

70

73

73

552

Annual insurance

20

20

22

22

25

25

28

28

190

Sea affairs, fresh water

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

80

Management expenses

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

80

Total cost in cash

165

165

172

172

179

179

187

187

1406

Depreciation

155

155

155

155

155

155

155

155

1240

77

69

62

55

47

40

33

25

408

Profit before tax

123

130

156

191

220

257

288

328

1692

Profit rate before tax

24%

25%

29%

33%

37%

41%

43%

47%

36%

Income tax（25%）

31

32

39

48

55

64

72

82

423

Net profit

92

97

117

143

165

193

216

246

1269

Operating cash flow

323

322

334

353

367

388

404

427

2917

Capital payback

183

183

183

183

183

183

183

679

1960

1660

1660
1792

Interest rates

4.00%

Cleaning Income
Net cash flow (before tax)

-840

95

102

128

163

192

229

260

1464

(before tax)

-840

-745

-644

-515

-353

-161

68

328

1792

Net cash flow

-840

64

69

89

115

137

165

188

1382

Accumulated cash flow

-840

-776

-707

-617

-502

-366

-201

-13

1369

Accumulated cash flow
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1369

5.3 Solutions for medium size shipping companies
5.3.1 Counter-measures
Every medium or small size shipping companies should seriously consider the 4 risks
listed above and find out solutions to avoid losses or missing opportunities.
1. Researches on macro-environment.
The researches on macro-environment will definitely help the company in market
analysis, tracking government policies, judging on market trends, developing
reasonable fleet management plans and shifts in strategies.
2. Maintain steady cash flow.
Cash flow is very important for the capital-intensive industries like shipping. When
the market is stable, long-time charter is preferred. During the market recovery
period, short-time charter or voyage charter is better to follow the market trend and
earn profits more. When market goes down, it’s necessary to set up a recovery team,
which is responsible for claiming compensations or collecting rents.
3. Choose suitable insurance products.
4. Avoid risks of asset depreciation.
Companies should always control the market life cycle and trends. During low time,
it’s a good chance to build new ships, purchase ships and replace old fleet. In good
market situation, companies should grab the opportunities to develop products and
markets, maximize the profits through operations, and give up the plans for
expansion.
5. Avoid over investment and over loan.
6. 2 key elements for 0-accident management.
A: build up trust and good relationships with all partners;
B: rearrange insurance products.
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5.3.2 Four Right Choices (4 Rights)
The above solutions should be all based on the 4 right choices:
1. Right project
Shipping companies are running on ships. The choice of ship types (crude carriers,
container ships and bulk ships) under the similar market situation is crucial to the
development of each company. For the recent 10 years, handy size vessels are the
right choice. However, after the economic crisis, the Supramax ships are more
appropriate for N Shipping at this stage.
Figure 7 “Ship price index from 2000 to 2010”
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Figure 8 “Comparisons among different ship types/day from March 2008 to Feb 2010

Figure 9 Delivery profile on capacity, 1997-2009
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To observe from the ROI of different ship types, Supramax and handy size ships were
still profitable, though there was a great decrease.

2. Right time
The shipping industry’s life cycle is regular, approximately 4-5 years. It changes along
with the balance of demand and supply, and also the global economy. Good investors
can always patiently wait for the right time to invest in ship assets. However, the
capital management and cash flow are the main problems for shipping companies to
invest when opportunities arrive. For example: the ship prices sharply decreased in
1999-2002 period, but the number of ships built was small. The ship prices rose
greatly during 2005-2007 period; however the ship orders increased a lot. 2009-2010
periods could be seemed as another good opportunity for ship investments. Medium
or small size shipping companies with cash in hand like N Shipping, should not miss
the investment chance to develop new strategies for the future.
3. Right financial arrangement
In order to enlarge investment, the financing of own fleet should be rearranged.
Reasonable arrangements of predicted rent are needed to satisfy the demand of
charter party. There are three main elements for new orders: capital owned, budget
plan and currency. Effective financial analysis, Return on profit and return on
investment are also important.
4. Right decision Mechanism
Based on the above prerequisites, analysis and reports along with financial plans
should be sent to the board or to the relating department for quick process.
Otherwise, opportunities don’t wait too long.
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Chapter 6: Recommendations for implementation
6.1 Plan for ship assets purchase
Once the fleet building target is set, ship assets purchase should be taken under a
well developed plan. N Shipping needs to consider the financing ability and makes
use of its resources to set up a detailed purchase plan. When and where to purchase
which vessel need to be analyzed separately.

6.2 Plan for investment and financing
Obviously, to build up a fleet requires huge amount of capital. We could see that the
success or failure of financing process will directly determine the result of the
fleet-building project. We assume that the total capital needed for this project is $60
million, and N Shipping provides $20 million, the rest $40 million needs to be
collected from banks and other financial organizations.

N Shipping has its own advantages and core competencies, and at this stage, the ship
market is broadly recognized. As one of the lead local shipping companies in China, N
Shipping will find it easy to negotiate with various financial organizations. According
to the current situation, N Shipping has successfully found several banks and
investment companies that wish to cooperate in this project. Generally, N Shipping
needs to provide 30% of capital, and banks and financial partners will provide the
rest 70%.

N Shipping is also considering other ways of financing, such as private equity
financing and issuing shares to the public. The further negotiations with private
equity are in progress, and issuing shares is under concern.
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Table 9 Capital demand
Ship number
Ship price ($10000)

1

2

3

4

5

6

2850

3300

11200

11200

11200

16800

1

1

4

4

4

6

855

990

3360

3360

3360

5040

1995

2310

7840

7840

7840

11760

Number of ships
Capital
Bank loan

6.3 Plan for marketing and management
6.3.1 Marketing elements
There are four major elements for shipping: ship owner, operator, agency, and
charterer. N Shipping as the ship owner should operate in the owner’s point of view,
and develop good relationships with the other three elements. Firstly, contact
charterers directly or through an agency, sign the contract of carriage, and make
agreements. Secondly, try to contract with charterers directly or through an agency
with voyage or time charter, or at the right time, sign short or long term time charter.
When the scale of the fleet is enlarged with available resources, N Shipping could
shift from a ship owner to an operator by chartering ships from the market, taking
control of the transport capacity and supply good services for customers. Therefore,
at the early stage of building up the Supramax fleet, N Shipping could look for
opportunities of 3-5 years time charter with capable ship owners and operators to
satisfy the demand of financing. At second stage, when time charter finishes, N
Shipping could operate as both ship owner and charterer, or through TCT mixed with
long-term chartering operations. The third stage comes when self-owned fleet is well
developed in scale, N Shipping could rent transport capacities from the market and
sign volumes of cargo delivery contracts, to maintain good balance between ship and
cargo operations.
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6.3.2 Management on ships and seafarers
As one of the core competencies of N Shipping, management on ships and seafarers
still needs to be concerned at all time, so that the safety of fleet, costs control,
efficient operating days and high seaworthiness can be guaranteed.

The world’s fleet is developing fast in the coming 10 years, and qualified seafarers
will become scarce resources. Thus the establishment of a talent group, especially
seafarer group is important to secure the safety of fleet operation and the operations
of the whole company. Plans of developing qualified seafarer groups should be as
concerned as the fleet establishment.

6.3.3 Suggestions on bank-company cooperation
The financing progress is the key of the success of the fleet-building project. Along
with the choices of deeply-cooperated strategic partners in the future, N Shipping
should:
1. Under the invest modal that is agreed by both parties, make sure the loan can be
carried out in time, so that the project could keep in track;
2. Hopefully increase the partners’ funds or loan after 4 success purchases of
Supramax vessels, from 70% to 80%, or an agreed percentage.
3. Ask for other financial products to help N Shipping’s financial arrangement and
cash flow.
4. Negotiate and well corporate with partners about the continuity of the project in
the future.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
1. The recovery of the world economy and the fast development of China’s
economy had brought new increases in demand of the world’s bulk shipping
market. 1% increase of the global economy will bring 5%-8% growth in bulk
shipping market. This situation had built up a solid basis for the N Shipping’s
fleet-building project. At the same time, the ship prices dropped to the bottom,
which obviously provided another opportunity for investment and expansion. The
soft currency policies in China nowadays are also supporting elements for
bank-company cooperation, which directly affect the growth of local shipping
companies.
2. With 20 years history, N Shipping now is capable of operating a 400,000 dwt fleet
and is also professional in cost management and marketing. The good cash flow
of N Shipping and the resources it has offered the ability to catch the opportunity
for development.
3. The Supramax fleet has its own advantages in the market. It ensures the stable
operating revenues and profits in the current market, and it suits the developing
strategies of N Shipping the best.
4. The analysis on ROI of single ships proved that the current rent level and costs
structure are good enough for positive cash flow and steady profits. ROI in first
year will achieve 15%, and capital recovery will be realized in 8 years, with
average 21% returns.
5. N Shipping is capable and planning to put the following actions into practice:
1) Purchase good value ships and make sure they run well in the first round;
2) Accomplish the cooperation with banks and financial organizations, secure
cash flow and continuous supply of capital;
3) Establish good management teams, train talents and seafarers, and secure
the seaworthiness and high rent level;
4) Evaluate the project processes, and ensure implementations are effective and
efficient.
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In general, the Supramax fleet-building strategy is significant and feasible for N
Shipping.
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